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Mr. Wynne explained, we have 5 TIFs. With each TIF I gave you on the front a summary page 
of the main points of the TIF itself, a copy of the legislation approving the TIF. 

Governor's Village TIF 

Mr. Wynne reported the initial projected investment of the TIF at the time that it was entered into 
was about $2 million in improvements. The actual total in 2010 was $7.7 million. Employment 
was projected to be 25 and is actually 75. We received $61,000 in TIF revenue in 2010 for a 
cun~ulative number of $295,000 since inception. We spent $173,000 last year towards the 
improvements that related to this TIF primarily in the form of interest on the debt we incurred at 
the time that the projects were done for a cumulative expenditure of $40.8 million. We have 
multiple TIFs that are all involved with the same project. The $40.8 million number really has, 
you will see that number on a couple of the other reports because we will have two or three TIFs 
that are all part of the same infrastructure project. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, can you tell us why you didn't show what portion each TIF was going to 
pay for the same project or responsibility for lack of a better term? 

Mr. Wynne replied, it was difficult to break it out. The projects involved for Progressive and 
Governor's Village had to do with major road construction in the whole development so we 
could have proportionately just taken that expenditure and broken it out by TIF. 

Mr. Wynne continued, Governor's Village has been in colnpliance with all aspects of the TIF. 

Mr. Micciulla stated, we will go over each one and then take a vote en masse if that's okay with 
all the other members. 

Mr. Wynne replied, it will all make sense when we get to the spreadsheet. 

Heinen's TIF 

Mr. Wynne provided a synopsis. This is a new one. There is not a report that was filed with the 
State on this. As the new Finance Director for Mayfield Village, I have been going through and 
cleaning things up and the State had no record of the legislation on this one. The inforination has 
been sent to Matt Sutherland down at the State's office. This was not on their system at the time 
that the year-end reports were due so there was not a report for this one. I wasn't sure if you 
wanted one manually filled out just to submit for this meeting or not. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, were the monies collected for the $40 billion project the same project? 

Mr. Wynne replied, no, this is a totally different project. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, what is the dollar figure on that project? 
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Mr. Wynne replied, roughly $1 million. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, this is a third year TIF? 

Mr. Wynne replied, yes. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, last year disbursed was $1 7,000? Has all of the improvements been made 
in the district? 

Mr. Wynne replied, yes. This is for Heinen's. We purchased property along their facility to 
increase their parking and put in an access road to their facility. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, how much out of your General Fund is going to cover the Note'? How 
much of a contribution has your General Fund made? 

Mr. Wynne asked, for this TIF specifically? 

Mr. Micciulla replied, please. I will take a ballpark. 

Mr. Wynne replied, $50,000. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, since all of the improvements are made, do you expect any more dollars to 
be collected on this? 

Mr. Wynne replied, no. The only additional monies that will go towards it will be the interest on 
the debt as we are paying that down. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, for the benefit of all of the other inembers here, is it not true that all of your 
schools are being made whole on all of these TIFs? 

Mr. Wynne replied, that's correct. 

Mr. Micciulla asked if there were any other questions on this. There were none. 

Progressive TIF 

Mr. Wynne explained, this was for the construction of the second Campus in the Village. It has 
been in effect since 1998. The projected investment at the time they built the facility was $85 
millioii. The actual through 12-3 1 - 10 is approximately $97 million. Employment created 
projected to be 2,000 is now in excess of 3,000. We collected $797,000 in 2010. Cumulative is 
$6.9 inillion since inception. Expenditures again were $173,000 for a cumulative of $40 million. 
They have been in compliance with all aspects of the TIF. 
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With regard to the answers to number 12 about jobs, Mr. Micciulla asked Mr. Wynne to 
comment. Do they really have 3,000 there? 

Mr. Wynne replied, yes. Their total employment in Mayfield Village between the two campuses 
is around 6,000 or 7,000. 

Mr. Micciulla stated, they have a beautiful campus-like setting there. They built their first 
building and then they came in and built another building with a parking garage. Although I am 
a west sider I understand this to be idealistic and pastoral and very nice. Just to give you a 
landscape of what's happening there. 

Mr. Wynne was asked, the TIF disbursements received were $797,000? 

Mr. Wynne replied, correct. 

Continuing, Mr. Wynne was asked, and then the expenses for the year was $173,000? 

Mr. Wynne replied, correct. 

Mr. Wynne was asked, so if I am understanding this correctly, there was additional funds 
available? 

Mr. Wynne replied, the $173,000 is just the incremental cost of the project. It's just the interest 
we incurred during the year. It does not include the principal that would have been paid during 
the year. 

Mr. Wynne was asked, okay, so the balance was used to pay down the principal? 

Mr. Wyiine replied, yes. When all is said and done, for all of the TIFs and all of the debt, the 
General Fund. the question you asked earlier, probably funds about $250,000 for the shortfall. 
When I get to this analysis you will see that the Village paid a lot of them, they didn't incur debt 
on all of the projects, they happened to have enough cash at the time to pay a lot of it up front. 
That will be evident when we get to this analysis. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, this isn't a fair question, but I am just going to throw it out there, if you had 
the cash, why did you use the TIF? 

Mr. Wynne replied, that was way prior to my time. 

700 Beta Drive 

Mr. Wynne reported, that's the Hilton Garden Inn and Conference Center that was built on Beta 
Drive. It was created in 2007. Projected investment at the time was $13 million. It came in a 
little bit above $12 million. Employment projected was 72. Actual was 65 at the end of last year. 
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Last year was the first TIF payment we received on it. They had been in arrears and they caught 
up. We received $56,000 last year. That is our cumulative to date. Expenditures last year were 
$724,000 for the cunlulative of $1 9 million on the project. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, are they still behind? 

Mr. Wynne replied, I checked the reports earlier this week. They are caught up as far as 2010 
goes but their tax payments are in arrears for what's due this year. 

Mr. Micciulla mentioned that the legislation passed in 2007. The value that increases over needs 
to be TIFed. We are unable to disburse that until Columbus comes back and gives a final 
determination on the years subsequent to the legislation. There's a lag there. Seven Hills was 
susceptible to that as well. 

Mr. Wynne was asked, has this project been completed, the public improvements? 

Mr. Wynne replied, yes, it has. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, you are selling a high speed fiber, and your projected job employment is, I 
suspect others than this particular building will benefit from that. How will you be able to make 
comment on that in the future in case the next TIRC isn't as friendly as us. On the jobs created. 

Mr. Wynne asked for clarification. 

How can a measurable number be achieved to answer question number 12 about jobs when your 
public improvements besides the road construction, what kind of measurements will you have to 
measure jobs attribable to this. That's another tough question to ask. 

Mr. Wynne understood. We don't have a tremendous amount of vacancy right now on Beta 
Drive but enough that our Economic Development Department is active in trying to fill those 
vacancies. One of the largest selling points when working with the building owners on trying to 
secure new tenants is the availability of the high speed fiber ring in Beta Drive and Industrial 
Park so one measurement going forward might be the success in filling those vacancies to those 
facilities and how many of those companies that move in actually subscribe to and tap in to that 
fiber ring. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, which speaks to who manages the fiber ring? 

Mr. Wynne replied, we use Onecommunity 

Mr. Wynne was asked, can you speak to public transportation availability at these sites for all of 
the TIFs? How many of the sites are serviced by public transportation? 
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Mr. Wynne asked, City buses or something like .that? I would say nothing. To my knowledge, 
there is no public trailsportation that comes in and out of Mayfield Village. 

There were no other questions. Mr. Micciulla stated, I hope you feel comfortable. We will get 
these out of the way and won't ask you them again. 

Skoda Minotti 

Mr. Wynne reported this was a building addition on to their existing facility in 2004. Projected 
investment was $2.4 million. It was actually $5.9. Employment was projected to be 95. They 
now have 120. Service payments were $18,500 this year for a cumulative of $87,900. 
Expenditures for the year was $724,000. It's the same infrastructure improvements as the Hilton 
Garden Inn for a cumulative of $19 million. They have been in compliance with the conditions 
of their TIF. 

Mr. Wynne was asked, who are the companies located in the office buildings? 

Mr. Wynne asked, in Skoda Minotti? 

Yes, is that the actual compaiiy? 

Mr. Wynne answered, yes, Skoda Minotti is a CPA firm. It's their entire practice. 

Mr. Micciulla stated the sheet that we passed out, there's two Progressives out there. Ron's 
number showed both disbursements as one. We have to show it as two here at the fiscal office 
because there's a different sort of mandate. We have to be able to track that. They keep that. 
The way they labeled it is by the last three digits of the parcel numbers in the far left column. 

Summary Page 

Mr. Wynne replied, this is something I put together. It's related to the TIF. The upper half of the 
first sheet, the total is $42,889,000. That shows the total amount that's been spent on all of the 
TIF-related projects since the inception. This is inclusive of the interest on the debt on all of the 
TIFs. 

Mr. Micciulla asked, this is in thousands? 

Mr. Wynne replied, no, this is actual numbers. So $42,889,000 is what has actually been spent. 
Interest is included on all these TIF-related projects since inception. Below that is .the funding 
we received for these projects in the form of grants or donations from Progressive where there is 
no money due back to the Village on that. That cumulative number is $18,264,000 so if you 
deduct that from the $42 million it would show $24.6 total subject to the TIF revenues. 
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Mr. Wynne continued, then the second legal size sheet shows total revenues received to date on 
all of the TIFs as well as the special assessment we have with Progressive that goes against some 
of the debt we incurred on the Northwest Quadrant Project. So to date between TIF revenue and 
special assessments from Progressive we have received $8.3 million leaving a balance due on the 
TIFs of $16.3. 

Mr. Micciulla aslted, if you were to put a combined total TIF paynlent to your total TIF receipts 
received for the year, does the total disbursements you received fro111 the TIFs equal your total 
payment, total Note for the year? 

Mr. Wynne replied, there's a difference of about $250,000 that's being subsidized by the General 
Fund. 

Mr. Micciulla asked is there going to be a time when projected building values will raise it or do 
you project the 250 in your five year budget? 

Mr. Wynne replied, 250 in the five year budget. We have actually seen just in the past year the 
building values come down considerably on Progressive and on the Hilton Garden Inn. We 
would have to do some catching up first before we even surpass it. 

Mr. Wynne was aslted, have they sought the reduction in value? 

Mr. Wynne replied, Hilton Garden Inn went into bankruptcy. The bank took them over in 
foreclosure. They went to the County and asked for a reassessment. I didn't even know it until I 
printed out a report a few days ago that they had devalued it from what had been around $12 
million down to $7 million. 

Mr. Micciulla stated, plus the city is a pre- 1994 CRA district so they don't have to report on that. 
At least not to us. So the $250,000 would be more than made up on Progressive. 

Mr. Wynne asked, are you talking about the abatement on the first Progressive property? That's 
holding on, I think. 

You still have others though. 

Mr. Wynne asked, abatements? 

Mr. Dobeck responded, there were three that rolled off in successive years and I think we are 
down to the last one, possibly two. The last one might end this year and then there's a smaller 
one that rolls off at the end of the comiilg tax year. 

Mr. Wynne asked, when they added on the parking garages? 
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Mr. Dobeck replied, correct. 

Mr. Micciulla replied, 66% in value. 

Mr. Micciulla continued, can I ask you for the City's perspective on whether or not these should 
be recommended to continue? 

Mr. Wynne replied, of course they should be continued. 

Acknowledgement of Compliance of TIFS 

Following an overview of the update status and review of the TIFS, upon motion and second, a 
motion of compliance of all TIFS discussed was approved. 

ROLL CALL: Ayes: All 
Nays: None 

Motion Carried 
Compliance Acknowledged 

Recommendation of Continuation of TIFS 

Upon motion and second, a motion for continuation of all TIFS discussed was approved. 

ROLL CALL: Ayes: All 
Nays: None 

Motion Carried 
TIF Continuation Approved 

ADJOURNMENT 

Upon motion and second, the meeting was adjourned. 

ROLL CALL: Ayes: All Motion Carried 
Nays: None Meeting Adjourned 

Mr. Wynne was thanked for all the work he put in to this. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at approximately 12:14 p.m. 

Transcribed by: 

of Council 
~ a i f i e l d  Village, Ohio 
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